Educational work at the faculty of physical training and sport

THE MEETINGS WITH FAMOUS SPORTSMEN AND MERITED TRAINERS OF UKRAINE

The meeting with Nina Fedorivna Kozhuch, the merited trainer of Ukraine, the best women’s trainer of Europe in 2006, the Cavalier of the First Class Order of St. Princess Olga, the most successful trainer in swimming during the period of Ukraine’s independence, the trainer of four-times Olympic champion Yana Klochkova.

The students and trainers-lecturers met with Kostiantyn Mykolayovych Shchehlovyi the multiple champion and the record-holder of Ukraine, multiple winner of international swimming competitions, two-times medal winner of Europe in 2013 in Holland, the merited trainer of Ukraine in swimming, the trainer of select team of USSR, the trainer of national team of Ukraine, nationally certified referee, the member of the club “Zhytomyr Aqua Masters”

Revnivtsev Borys Oleksandrovych, the merited expert in physical training and sports of Ukraine, the merited trainer of Ukraine, the head of physical training and sports society of Ukraine, Master sportsman of USSR in judo was invited to the open homeroom.

The students met with Heorhiy Dmytrovych Demb, the high achiever of physical culture, honorary figure of Ukraine, honorary freeman of Zhytomyr, awarded with the Golden ball of Basketball Federation of Ukraine, All-Union ally certified referee, merited trainer of Ukraine in basketball.
The master class in basketball was organized for the students of the faculty of physical training and sports of Zhytomyr State I. Franko University and trainees of Zhytomyr children’s and youth sports school “The youth”. It was held by Polish trainer Kasper Liachovych – one of two trainers in Europe who was taught by Ganon Baker.

The students met and had an opportunity to communicate with Serdinovyi Andriy, the senior coach of the national team of Ukraine in swimming, Merited master sportsman of Ukraine, the medal winner of Olympic games, the world record-holder in butterfly swimming stroke on 100 m distance.

The students also met Rustav Fahymovych Ahmetov, the participant in Olympic games in Munich in light athletics, the chairman of the department of theory and methodics of physical training and sports, the Doctor of science in physical training and sports, the professor.

The students visited the conference with Demchuk Volodymyr – the Merited master sportsman in kickboxing, World Champion in kickboxing 2013, the winner of the World Cup “Best Fighter” 2012, 2013, the silver medal winner of II World Combat Games in kickboxing 2013, the European Champion 2014, the winner of the World Cup WAKO 2015.
The flag-rising ceremony of National Flag of Ukraine and the Flag of the National Olympic Committee of Ukraine was held in regard to the participation of Ukrainian sportsmen in XI Winter European Youth Olympic Festival in Brasov (Romania).

The opening of XXII Winter Olympic games in Sochi.

All-Ukrainian mass sporting event among children “Olympic storklet”

The flag rising is dedicated to the beginning of the first Olympic games in history in Baku (Azerbaijan).
The museum of history of fire protection service
In Zhytomyr museum, situated in Zhytomyr Fire Tower, the students familiarized themselves with the history of formation of extinguishing a fire and fire-fighting equipment which is used during the battle against fire.

In Zhytomyr military hall of fame the students met with Kostiantyn Vasyliovych Posdniakovyi, the veteran of Great Patriotic War, the colonel.

The meeting with military battalion “Aidar” was held where we had an opportunity to communicate about the events in the East of Ukraine and the military doctor told and practically demonstrated how to provide the first medical care in case of injuring.

Zhytomyr S. P. Koroliiov museum of space technology and exploration
The students visited the displays of the museum, familiarized themselves with the exhibition, watched popular-science and documental films.
ECOLOGICAL AND LABOUR NURTURING

The meeting with the workers of the Museum of regional studies:
Filenko Olena Oleksiivna (the research worker of information and exhibition department), KolenkoHalyna Oleksandrivna (the research worker of the department of nature), Vovniuk Liubov Ivanivna (the research worker of the department of nature)

Volunteer clean-up on the adjoining territory and the block of sporting complex

The Museum of nature of Zhytomyr State I. Franko University
ART AND AESTHETIC EDUCATION

Traditionally, the students take part in such events:
The festival of first-year students “Hello, we are looking for talants!”

Teacher’s Day

Students’ Day and matriculation ceremony
The personal exhibition “Polisskyi krai is my life” of Viktor Shkurynskyi, the merited cultural worker of Ukraine, the member of Zhytomyr regional organization National society of artists of Ukraine, the founder of Zhytomyr children’s art school

Zhytomyr academic Ukrainian musical and dramatic I. Kocherha theatre
The students viewed the report of the professor V. G. Zhdanov on the topic “The effect of alcohol and nicotine on the human organism. The educational event was held on the topic “The effect of narcotic substances on the reproductive function of young generation”

There was a meeting with the representative of Zhytomyr centre of HIV/AIDS prevention. The discussion was held with the students accompanied by photo slides on the topic: HIV/AIDS concerns everybody.

The students of the faculty met with Olena Hryhorivna Horoshko, the doctor of higher category, the PM&R Physician, the head of the department of physiotherapy and rehabilitation of the clinic the Central City Hospital №2 of Zhytomyr.
The Day of the worker of physical training and sports

Traditionally, the Olympic lesson is held at the faculty, the aim of which is the promotion of healthy lifestyle, the dissemination of Olympic ideas, the development of Olympic movement by involving general public into sport, formation of motivation to the healthy lifestyle among children and youth, education of children and teenagers in humane ideals of Olympism.
The week of the faculty of physical training and sports

Zhytomyr regional organization physical training and sport society “Dynamo”, the master class in women’s self-defence.
The main holiday of the faculty is “The party of sport fame”.
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